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SuperImploder 750 Euro
www.fractalfield.com/superimploder
Imploder Shower 129 Euro www.fractalfield.com/implodershower
TriPloder 400 Euro
www.fractalfield.com/commercialimploder

Imploder Shower

TriPloder

THE SUPER IMPLODER

A water re-energizing system for commercial agriculture and domestic home
use
The Imploder magnetic water treatment device produces a measurable and
validated effect on plant growth, seed germination success, and biomass
yields. It is unique technology that combines a magnetic array with a
directional nozzle made from the very tough material called Fortron.
The science is based on phase conjugate hydrodynamics, combined with
phase conjugate magnetics. The extreme converging magnetic flux lines
create the centripetal inertia at the liquid molecular level sorting by mass,
resulting in the increase molecular order and spin density.

Standard ¾ inch also fits metric, suitable for all farming and domestic
situations
Cost US $1,100
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Coming soon 1.5 inch bore for commercial high volume

SUPER IMPLODER MAKES SUPER CHARGED WATER
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Revitalized water can be achieved quickly and easily.
Less amount of water is required for plant growth.
Cost effective
Uses established infrastructure
Measurable and repeatable increase in germination rate
Increase in nutritional density
Increase in stem width
Increase in leaf size
Increase in plant height
Sustainable, environmentally friendly
No moving parts, minimal wear and tear
No 'parts' to be replaced or dispose of
Increases bottom line for all users
Third world communities will have a cost effective means for improving farming methods,
increasing food yields and purifying water.
In the NEAR FUTURE, Every farm, dwelling and community will have THE IMPLODER
water treatment device installed.

Seed Germination
To increase seed germination success- farmers can simply spray water with the super imploder
attached onto a hose. Running the imploded water thru a sprinkler system is easy

Field crops, Green House, Wineries, Hydroponics,
Flower growers etc
The Imploder creates faster growth rate and denser biomass, stronger disease resistant crops, all of
which increases the bottom line profits.

Dairy farming, Cattle and Hens
Improves vitality of grass, digestion and assimilation. Increases milk production and quality of meat.
Creates healthier eggs and laying performance. Farmers can get significant increases in milk
production. Feed The Imploder water directly to milking animals, because the solubility increase
makes it easier to suspend the nutrients and butterfat in solution. It makes sense the animal can
produce more milk with less biological effort.

Compost
Improves vitality of the compost, helps microbes to be activated. Increases the breakdown of compost
/manure and the binding of nitrogen.

Bio Fuel and Ethanol production
Because it creates quicker fermentation rates. It also enables the water to separate faster, which
increases fuel production and 'turn around'

Golf courses, public gardens and landscaping
Because it creates healthier and more radiant looking grass, plants and flowers

Industrial and Farm waste management
Because it increases sedimentation rate it will make sewage treatment more effective and quicker. The
separation of water from waste material filtration happens faster e.g. waste management from farms
e.g. “run-offs”.

Food Technology and health products development
Creates more nutritionally rich dense foods. Subtle forces in products such as homeopathic and “Super
Foods” will be stronger. Hydrates the body deeply therefore has anti-aging effects.

Aqua Technology -Fish Farms
Makes fish water healthier and resistant to infections. Sludge is quickly broken down

Swimming pools.
We have conducted tests where we ran imploder water for a while every day and noticed the water felt
'silkier' and it was easier to move and swim through it. Also magnetic water treatments commonly see
reduction in scale on pipes and certain fungi and algae growth. Since our device is probably the most
powerful (in terms of gauss densities alone- not to mention the corrected centripetal spin to absorb that
spin densely-from the nozzle) - it is highly likely that we will see even more potent effects on pool
and pond waters.

Ice and Snow making Technology
Creates ice and snow quicker, which means you will use less energy, saving much $$$.

Retail	
  

Flower shops
Because welting flowers can be re-vitalized. Flowers/plants watered with Imploded water will LAST
LONGER, saving on wastage.

Health spa's and Natural Healing Clinics
Because imploder water feels silkier, and has more 'life force' and 'healing properties'. Because of
water de clustering, it hydrates the body better. It helps to 'alkalize' the body.

Fish/aquarium shops
Makes fish tank water healthier and resistant to infections

Home	
  Use:	
  Drinking	
  and	
  Bathing	
  in	
  Imploded	
  Water	
  

In the kitchen
You can use it for domestic water consumption, as it re-energizes water and increases its ability to
hydrate the body. It will reduce the build-up and effects of lime deposits
Note: it does not 'filter the water' of impurities such as chlorine etc. That would need to be done first
with a RO filter. However, we are testing to confirm The Imploder increases the rate at which both
solids and gaseous pollutants are segregated, sedimented and evaporated.
It tastes and feels like fresh spring water- at a fraction of the cost of bottled water

With The imploded drinking water, people are consistently saying that it tastes 'silkier' and they are
able to tell the difference every time. This is probably because of the decreased molecular cluster size
and related solubility increase. People have reported various health benefits (one Canadian user
swears it helped his back problem).
Obviously we cannot claim health benefits until much more testing is done. It is up to the individual to
experiment. Even things like returning hair color from grey, which have been reported with various
water treatments, makes sense, because increased solubility means more mineral in hair and bones.
There could be also benefits for arthritis sufferers.

In the living room/ office
Makes fish tank water healthier and resistant to infections
Keeps your plants strong and healthy.
Place into a water atomizer stray, to refresh yourself.
Pre energize water before filling a humidifier, makes the effect stronger in the room. Use for intensive
cleaning

In the bedroom
Say no more!
However, we will: In Traditional Chinese Medicine, the water element controls the kidneys,
reproduction organs, will power and libido. If the quality and hydration of water is stronger, your cells
and organs receive more energy

In the shower
Install onto your shower water line to have a re energized shower- the water feels more 'sulkier”

In the garden
Increase production of the family's garden to save money, and grow healthier plants and flowers.
Grow the biggest cabbages in the neighborhood

Well water
It will reduce the effects of lime deposits and 'heavy water'

Used for
Successful and increased seed germination
Accelerated plant growth for hydroponics, greenhouse and all crops from agricultural operations
Reducing water consumption
Landscape Gardens

Water treatment for the food industry (taste/appearance/nutritional density)
Brewery, distillation, winery, and biomass fuel industries
Domestic use to purify and re energize town-supplied water.
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The IMPLODER SHOWER NOZZLE

Applying golden ratio to the physics of water,
creating Life Affirming water
No plumber needed to replace your old shower. Simply unscrew your old showerhead, screw wall
mount on and connect the hose. Comes in a sleek chrome finish, with a detachable hand shower that
makes it easy to direct the flow.
With the Imploder nozzle, you can experience the silkier feeling of vortex-spun water.
The science is that once molecules are spun in water in such a way to flow centripetally, they begin to
have a certain memory of connection. This is called spin coherence. The Imploder Shower nozzle does
not have the powerful magnetic array of The Imploder water treatment device, but it does have the
exquisite spin geometry which installs the hydrodynamic geometry of implosion in the water's
molecular memory.
People using the shower nozzle have consistently reported a softer silkier feeling in the water.
They talk about a sheeting action- where the water gains "laminar coherence" which is one of the key
qualities of 'sensitive chaos' in water. Memory of spin is a good name for the physics of energy, mass
and lifeforce.

If your water feels dead, try the Imploder Shower nozzle and see if it doesn't feel a little more
like being in a real waterfall in nature. In any case, playing with the Imploder Nozzle's - 'self aware'
little 'pony tail' in the water - (see animation below) which responds to touch like a kitten's tail, is
alone enough to tickle your watery fantasy. It's very powerful, and gives you a "tingly" massage feel.
Standard ¾ inch also fits metric

Experience the silkier feeling of votex spun water...
Cost US $195
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